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Abstract This paper proposes a layered container inspection system for detecting illicit
nuclear materials using radiography information. We argue that the current inspection system, relying heavily on the Automated Targeting System (ATS) and passive radiation detectors, is inherently incapable of reliably detecting shielded radioactive materials, especially
highly enriched uranium (HEU). This motivates the development of a new inspection system, which is designed to address a fundamental flaw of the ATS-based system, allowing for
improved defense against sophisticated adversaries. In the proposed inspection system, all
cargo containers go through x-ray imaging equipment first. From the x-ray image, a hardness measure of the container is computed. This hardness measure characterizes how likely
it is that shielded HEU, if it does exist in the container, will not be detected in a subsequent passive detection step. Depending on the value of the hardness, the lower-hardness
containers are sent to passive detection and the high-hardness containers are sent directly to
active detection. This paper explores the trade-off between the detection probability of the
new inspection system and the expected sojourn time a container spends in the system. The
solution details and decision-making tools for using such a system are provided. Comparisons are made between the proposed system and the current ATS-based nuclear inspection
system.
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1 Introduction
Following the events of September 11, the US government has taken an increasingly proactive role in attempting to prevent any further terrorist acts on American soil (O’Hanlon et
al. 2003). One of the most fearsome scenarios is a possible attack by a terrorist group using
a nuclear weapon made of highly enriched uranium (HEU) or plutonium. There are several
ways in which a nuclear weapon could be delivered to a target inside the United States.
One possibility is that the attackers attempt to smuggle an already assembled device into the
United States; the other possibility is to smuggle only the nuclear materials and assemble
the weapon on US soil. The second scenario poses the greater challenge to the defender,
because smaller (sub-critical) quantities of nuclear materials emit significantly less radiation that can be detected by sensors, compared to a fully assembled weapon. Therefore, the
US government has become increasingly concerned about the threat posed by unsecured
weapons-grade nuclear materials.
In response to this concern, the US has undertaken a number of initiatives in partnership
with Russia and other former Soviet states to prevent the theft of fissile material (Ball 1998).
The Material Protection, Control and Accounting Program (MPC&A), which was begun in
1993 to prevent the theft of nuclear materials from Russian civilian complexes, is considered
the “First Line of Defense”. The Second Line of Defense (SLD) program at the Department
of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) seeks to interdict illicit trafficking of nuclear and radiological materials through airports, seaports, and border crossings
in Russia and other key transit states. It strives to do this by helping states install and use
radiation detection equipment at these sites, and providing associated training and support.
Despite these efforts, according to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) database (IAEA 2006), between 1993 and 2005, there were 827 confirmed incidents of illicit
trafficking and other unauthorized activities involving nuclear and radioactive materials.
Of these 250 involved nuclear materials and 16 involved HEU and plutonium. Even small
amounts of nuclear materials are worrisome because as little as 15 kilograms of HEU or 6
kilograms of plutonium could be used to build a simple implosion weapon (UCS 2004).
In line with the perceived threat of nuclear smuggling, and the potential vulnerability
of the existing defense system, this research focuses on developing an advanced inspection
system for detecting nuclear materials smuggling. We apply this inspection system in a
numerical study to the particular case of detecting smuggled HEU (70% enriched). This
material was chosen because it arguably presents the greatest current threat (Cochran and
McKinzie 2008): HEU is much simpler to assemble into a weapon than plutonium, and while
plutonium can fairly easily be passively detected by its bright gamma and neutron emissions,
the gamma and neutron emissions from HEU are several orders of magnitude lower. Thus,
HEU can be easily shielded and is harder to detect than Plutonium. Even though we focus
on detecting HEU, our inspection policy applies to plutonium detection or the detection of
complete/assembled nuclear devices as well.
One of the major ways in which such nuclear materials may be transported is via container shipping, in particular through seaports. Seaports are critical gateways for international commerce, and maritime shipping containers play a vital role in the movement of
cargo between global trading partners. More than 11.4 million shipping containers arrive at
US ports every year carrying more than 95 percent of US imports by weight from outside
North America (Fritelli 2005; US DOT 2007).
The current container inspection system at US and foreign seaports is a multi-layered
system, as illustrated in Fig 1. It consists of prescreening through the Automated Targeting
System (ATS); primary screening via passive radiation portal monitors; secondary screening
(possibly active radiation detection); and manual inspection.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of current container inspection system

US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) uses the ATS to review documentation, including electronic manifest information submitted by the ocean carriers on all arriving shipments, to produce a risk score (Stana 2006; Caldwell 2008). CBP requires the carriers to
submit manifest information 24 hours prior to a US-bound sea container being loaded onto
a vessel in a foreign port. Based on an automated assessment of all these manifest data and
other intelligence information, the ATS categorizes all US-bound containers into “high-risk”
and “low-risk” containers.
All high-risk containers are sent directly to manual inspection, involving a physical
search, during which a container is opened and its contents are removed for review. Lowrisk containers, on the other hand, go through primary screening, using passive radiation
detectors, such as the Radiation Portal Monitors (RPMs) (Aloise 2007). RPMs can pick up
radiation emitted from nuclear materials (or from natural background radiation), while the
container is passing through the monitors. Containers that fail in primary screening are then
sent to secondary screening for further scrutiny or examination. The secondary screening
may use handheld isotope scanning devices or active detectors, prototypes of which are
available now but not broadly deployed yet. Active detectors bombard a container with lowenergy neutrons, creating a telltale gamma-radiation signal that may be used to distinguish
HEU from other naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM). If a container fails the
secondary screening, it will be manually examined by CBP officials.
Passive detection is the most time-efficient inspection method available. Active detection
is more time-intensive and requires significantly more expensive equipment. Manual inspection is arguably the most capable detection method, but takes significantly greater efforts and
time than all other methods. The logic behind the above inspection policy is to expend the
best and highest inspection effort on containers that are “suspicious”, and to keep overall
throughput manageable by using less stringent checks on containers that are deemed not
suspicious.
A major drawback of the current ATS-based inspection system is the possibility of miscategorizing a dangerous container which contains HEU. Under a perfect ATS system, using
perfect intelligence, the probability that a container with HEU inside is categorized as highrisk is 1. In that case, the ATS-based system will achieve the highest possible detection
probability, because it sends every such container to manual inspection. In a real-world
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scenario with imperfect intelligence however, this probability will be less than 1, opening
the door for sending a dangerous container to less stringent inspection. At the same time, an
intelligent adversary with knowledge of the existence of the ATS system will likely attempt
to game this system, e.g. by placing the HEU in a container originating from an unsuspicious
country, in a shipment from a respected company using an established carrier etc.
In short, we argue that the adversary will always try to infiltrate a container that is highly
unlikely to be categorized as high-risk. Of course, the adversary may fail to infiltrate such
a container successfully. However, if he does succeed, the current inspection system (which
will send such a container to passive inspection) may not be adequate. The reason for this is
that the radiation (gamma and neutron) of HEU in particular is easily shielded with lead or
other high-z materials (the z-value, also called atomic number, describes the number of protons in an atomic nucleus). It is therefore extremely difficult for passive radiation detectors
to distinguish a small, properly shielded quantity of HEU from the regular background radiation present everywhere (Srichrishna et al. 2005). This natural background radiation can
vary significantly depending on a container’s contents (e.g., through the presence of NORM,
including cat litter, medical supplies, ceramics).
The inability of passive detectors to differentiate the shielded HEU from background
radiation or NORM leads inevitably to either a high false positive rate (i.e., false alarms),
or a high false negative rate (i.e., a missed detection). A high rate of false positives would
send too many containers to the active or manual inspection stages, resulting in congestion
and deteriorating port operations. On the other hand, a high rate of false negatives (or even
just one false negative!) would mean that a dangerous container may escape from the system, potentially leading to a successful nuclear attack. However, it is also not realistic to
indiscriminately send many containers to active or manual inspection, because active detectors and manual inspections are much more expensive and there typically are not enough
active detectors installed (and manual inspection teams available) to handle all incoming
containers.
In this paper, we introduce a new inspection policy system that is designed to avoid the
fundamental flaw of the ATS-based system, allowing for improved defense against sophisticated adversaries. This new system is also formulated to effectively incorporate detection
of shielded nuclear materials. At the core of this system is the ability to obtain a radiography image of every container. Based on this image, material densities and z-values of the
cargo inside the container are obtained. From this information, a measure is computed that
corresponds to how “hard” (or difficult) it is for a passive detector to differentiate between
this particular container having a given quantity of HEU inside, and having no HEU inside.
This measure takes into account the materials that make up the contents of the container and
considers both the potential absorption of HEU radiation as well as the natural background
radiation. We call this measure the “hardness” of that particular container. By adding this
new hardness measure into the current practice, the incoming container stream is split into
“hard” containers and “easy” containers. Easy containers (containers with small hardness
value), are sent to passive detectors directly, while hard containers (containers with high
hardness value), are sent directly for active detection. Containers that fail in the passive
detection undergo active detection for further examination (see Fig. 2).
Ideally, the hardness measure is obtained based on radiography input. Since x-ray radiography technology is already being used in field practice at several US and foreign ports
(Caldwell 2008; US Customs House Guide 2008), it is technologically plausible to add this
hardness measure in the very near future. Even if the radiography input is not available, the
bill of lading (BOL), which itemizes the contents of the container, may present a workable
substitute. For this paper, we will assume that the hardness measure is computed based on
radiography data.
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This paper analyzes the proposed hardness-based system and explores the trade-off between the detection probability and the expected sojourn time a container spends in the
system. The solution details and decision-making tools for using this system are provided.
Comparisons are made between the proposed system and the current practice system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review of related research that focuses on preventing nuclear materials smuggling. Section 3
develops the model of the detection system, explains the details of each node in the detection system and derives the detection probability of the system. The queuing network model
is described in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents numerical examples and explores the trade-off
between the detection probability and the sojourn time. We conclude the paper in Sect 6.

2 Related work
Preventing illicit nuclear materials from entering the US has become a prominent issue
not only in the security community (Cochran and McKinzie 2008; Fritelli 2005; Moffitt et
al. 2005), but also the academic community. Several researchers have applied operations
research methodologies to the problem of preventing nuclear materials smuggling.
The inspection system in this paper utilizes different types of detection technology. The
work by Wein et al. (2006) is similar to our model in that it also takes into consideration
both passive technology and active detection technology in the security system. Wein et al.
describe an 11-layer security system consisting of shipper certification, container seals, and
a targeting software system, followed by passive, active, and manual testing at overseas and
domestic ports. A Stackelberg game is used to formulate the attacker-defender strategies in
light of this layered inspection system, and the optimal inspection strategy (for the defender)
is obtained while considering constraints on budget and port congestion. The key difference
between our work and Wein et al.’s work is that our proposed system utilizes radiography
information of the containers and includes a hardness criterion for dispatching the containers
to the subsequent detection steps. This radiography node is not part of the 11-layer system
considered by Wein et al. (2006).
As part of the SLD program, Pan (2005) and Morton et al. (2007) develop a class of
stochastic network interdiction models that attempt to answer the question of where to build
inspection stations or place detectors along a long border. This line of work is to address
the strategic problem in stopping nuclear materials smuggling, while our work is a tactical
problem of deciding the specific inspection policy at a given location (in this paper it is at a
sea port, but in principle it can be at a border crossing as well). In their work, the inspection
policy is assumed to be given.
Other research on container inspection systems at port-of-entry, but not necessarily with
a focus on nuclear materials, is due to Boros et al. (2006), Stroud and Saeger (2003), Madigan et al. (2007), and Boros et al. (2008). Boros et al. (2006) develop a large scale linear
programming model for sequential container inspection to determine an optimal inspection strategy under various constraints (budget, sensor capacity, time limits, etc.). Stroud
and Saeger (2003) and Madigan et al. (2007) formulate the inspection sequencing task as
a problem of finding an optimal binary decision tree for an appropriate Boolean decision
function. Boros et al. (2008) review and present the research work for improving container
inspection procedures using optimization techniques.
There are other security and inspection systems considering different layers of detection,
such as in aviation security systems. Kobza and Jacobson (1997) consider bags entering
the aviation security system, and taking several sub-paths with different detection technologies. However, their work does not consider the queuing results presented as in this paper
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and in Wein et al. (2006). Other examples of research on inspecting aviation passenger
baggage for explosives are Kobza and Jacobson (1996), and McLay et al. (2008). Kobza
and Jacobson (1996) present a method to quantify the effect of dependence in security system architectures. They examine the Type I and Type II errors of a multi-device system,
and present probability models for access control security system architectures. McLay et
al. (2008) examine risk-based issues in detecting explosives in aviation security baggage
screening models. The trade-off between intelligence and screening technology capabilities
is explored using a cost-benefit analysis. All these papers focus on detecting explosives,
other than nuclear materials.

3 Nuclear detection modeling
In this and the following sections we provide a detailed analysis of the proposed nuclear
detection system with a radiography node and using a hardness measure. Figure 2 shows the
layout of the proposed system, which is composed of the following: the radiography node
(R-node), a passive node (P-node), an active node (A-node), a manual node (M-node), the
loading node (L-node), and the detection node (D-node). The passive, active, and manual
nodes function in the same way as their counterparts in Fig. 1. The R-node is the place where
imaging x-ray equipment scans the contents of a container, leading to the computation of
the container’s hardness value. Containers leave the system from either the L-node or the
D-node.
The inputs to this model are: the container scenario setting qs (to be described later) and
their prior distribution P (qs ), the arrival rate of incoming containers λ, the service rate of
each node μi , and the number of servers at each node mi , where i = {R, P , A, M}. We assume that a binary decision will be made at each of the three detection nodes (i.e., R, P , and
A nodes), and that the decision is characterized by a threshold value. More specifically, after
each detection node, there are two possible paths (or actions to be taken), and which path
to take depends on the comparison between the reading or calculation from a detector and
the corresponding threshold; thus, our inspection policy is a threshold policy. The decision
variables are the thresholds at each detection node ti , where i = {R, P , A}.

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed inspection system
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Fig. 3 A sample Z portal image

In our system, as well as in other inspection systems, two performance measures are of
primary concern: one is the detection probability, i.e., the probability that a container with
HEU inside finally arrives at the D-node, and the other is the system throughput, characterized by the expected sojourn time a container spends in passing through the inspection
system. The second measure of system throughput is an implicit measure of false positives:
If there are too many false positives, many containers will be sent to time-consuming detection nodes, which may subsequently significantly congest the system and delay the inspection process. Thus the two performance measures usually conflict with each other; when all
other conditions are kept the same, one can only be improved at the expense of degrading
the other.
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to studying these two measures, respectively; Sect. 3 provides the detection probability models and Sect. 4 provides the models to compute the expected sojourn time. The way we determine the detection probability for the whole system
is through analyzing the probability that a container will take a certain path at any given
detection node. For this reason, Sects. 3.1 to 3.3 present this type of analysis at three detection nodes, respectively; and Sect. 3.4 calculates the probability that a container arrives
at the D-node.
3.1 R-node
All incoming containers are sent to the R-node first. At the R-node, radiography equipment,
such as Z portal and Z Backscatter systems (for details, see, e.g., AS&E 2008) are used
to obtain x-ray images of each container. United States CBP have begun using Z portal
systems at the San Ysidro, CA, border check point to inspect incoming vehicles for threats
(US Customs House Guide 2008).
The Z portal or other types of radiography equipment provides a multi-view, photo-like
image of the container’s contents; one such example image is shown in Fig. 3 (taken from
AS&E 2008). Based on the content images, containers are classified into a finite number
of scenarios, denoted by s ∈ S, where S is the scenario set. The subsequent analysis at the
R-node is scenario-based: for a given container scenario, we compute its hardness score,
which indicates how difficult it is for a passive detector to differentiate between this particular container having a given quantity of HEU inside, and having no HEU inside. To
complete the analysis, the following three issues need to be resolved: (a) the precise definition of a container scenario; (b) how to obtain the probability distribution of radiation
emissions of a particular container scenario; and (c) how to compute the hardness of a particular container scenario.
(a) The definition of a container scenario:
The radiation emitting from the x-ray source is scattered and absorbed when passing
through the container contents. The nuclear charge of the content materials determines the
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Fig. 4 Sample abstract container
scenarios

scattering and absorption of the x-ray radiation. A high z-value material (having high density) absorbs more x-ray radiation and leaves a dark area in the resulting image; while a
low z-value material (having low density) leaves a bright area for the same reason. From
the darkness of the items (or areas) in the x-ray image, it is possible to infer the z-value
of the corresponding contents in the container. When this is done, the container contents
can be converted into a three-dimensional z-value matrix, which can be considered as the
mathematical expression of the container scenario qs . Thus, in principle, there could be
a one-to-one relationship between container scenarios, and the x-ray images of the actual
containers.
In reality, the container scenarios will likely be an abstraction of the actual x-ray images.
The abstraction gets rid of some insignificant details in the x-ray image and shows regularized item shapes or boundaries according to the z-values in the surrounding areas. This
abstraction can be achieved, for example, if an automated object recognition software is
used to extract the shapes and boundaries of individual items. Such an abstraction step may
be desirable to simplify the modeling of the container contents (for example, to facilitate
the subsequent computation of the probability distribution of radiation readings). Figure 4
illustrates this type of abstract definition of container scenarios, where the big rectangle represents a container, and each shape within it represents one type of contents. Admittedly, the
examples used in Fig. 4 vastly simplify what a container could contain; the actual container
scenarios, even after some details are eliminated, are going to be much more complicated.
(b) How to obtain the probability distribution of radiation emissions:
Given a scenario qs , the radiation reading in terms of gross particle counts that would be
returned by a passive detector (before the actual detection takes place) can be described by
a probability density function (pdf).
In our research, we use a nuclear physics simulation software, the Monte Carlo N-Particle
(MCNP) code (X-5 Monte Carlo Team 2005), to obtain the pdf of gross particle counts of
gamma radiation that is resulting from a container scenario.
MCNP is a software package developed at Los Alamos National Lab. The software is
used for performing nuclear transport calculations for particles such as photons, neutrons
and electrons. The software simulates the creation of particle emissions, particle trajectories, and particle interactions with surrounding materials, including absorption, reflection,
scattering, and attenuation. For our purpose of evaluating nuclear radiation being emitted
from a shipping container, we provide MCNP with the geometric and structural properties
of a shipping container, as well as the z-value matrix representing the contents of the container. Radiation fluxes are computed by MCNP for defined regions around the container,
and the flux values are then incorporated into a detector model to arrive at gross particle
counts.
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Fig. 5 Derivation of the hardness measure

Thus, the MCNP code takes the z-value matrix associated with a container scenario as
its input, and mimics the working of a given type of passive (or active) detector. The MCNP
code counts how many particle hits (i.e., influx) the simulated detector will receive for a
specified exposure time. The MNCP code outputs the average influx per unit time per unit
detector area.
For each given scenario qs , the MCNP code will be used twice, one time when HEU
is absent, and the other time when a given quantity of HEU is present (scenario qsHEU ),
corresponding to obtaining the two pdf’s in Fig. 5. The hardness measure then corresponds
to the overlapping area between the two pdf’s, as illustrated by Area A in Fig. 5.
When HEU is absent, we assume that the natural background emission for scenario qs
is a normally distributed random variable Ψs . The normal distribution is the result of the
normal approximation to the Poisson distributed particle counts. According to the nuclear
engineering literature (e.g., Fetter
et al. 1990), Ψs have the mean of μΨs = Aψs τP and the
√
standard deviation of σΨs = Aψs τP , where A is the area of the passive detector,  is the
efficiency of the detector, τP is the passive detection time, and ψs is the average photon flux
per unit time per unit area produced by the MCNP code.
When a given quantity of HEU is present, it is also assumed that the radiation emission
for scenario qsHEU is a normally
√ distributed random variable Ωs with mean μΩs = Aωs τP
and standard deviation σΩs = Aωs τP . Here, ωs , also produced by the MCNP code, is the
average photon flux when HEU is present, including both the emission from the HEU and
the natural background radiation.
Thus, the two pdf’s in Fig. 5 are described by the following two functions:
fΨs (x) = √
fΩs (x) = √

1
2πσΨs
1
2πσΩs

2 /2σ 2
Ψs

e−(x−μΨs )

2 /2σ 2
Ωs

e−(x−μΩs )
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(c) How to compute the hardness of a particular container scenario:
The hardness hs of a scenario qs is defined as the misclassification error that is determined by the two distribution functions in Fig. 5, namely
hs := P (conclude that HEU does not exist | HEU is present)
+ P (conclude that HEU exists | HEU is absent)
It follows that hs is the intersection area of the two distributions, shown as Area A in
Fig. 5. Since μΨs < μΩs , and σΨs < σΩs , the intersection points can be obtained as the
solution to the following equation:
Find x such that fΨs (x) = fΩs (x)

(1)

The intersection points are given by:

x1 =

x2 =

−R1 −



R12 − R2

2(σΩ2 s − σΨ2s )

−R1 + R12 − R2
2(σΩ2 s − σΨ2s )

where R1 = 2μΩs σΨ2s − 2μΨs σΩ2 s , and R2 = 4(σΩ2 s − σΨ2s )(μ2Ψs σΩ2 s − μ2Ωs σΨ2s +
2σΨ2s σΩ2 s (ln(σΨs ) − ln(σΩs ))).
The hardness of scenario qs is then calculated as:

hs = 1 −

x2

(fΨs − fΩs )dx

x1

where the integral in the above equation corresponds to Area B in Fig. 5.
The hardness hs takes on a value in (0, 1]. When hs = 1, meaning that the two pdf’s are
completely overlapping, it is impossible to make a confident distinction between the alternative hypotheses of HEU being present, or not. This corresponds to the hardest scenario for
detection. On the other end of the spectrum, hs → 0, means that the two pdf’s have almost
no overlap. This corresponds to the situation that one can detect the presence of HEU with
near certainty and represents the easiest case for detection.
At the R-node, we set tR , a threshold such that any scenario with hs < tR is sent to the
P-node. Any scenario with hs ≥ tR is defined as “hard” , and is sent directly to the A-node.
Thus, there are two sets of scenarios:
SP = {s : hs < tR , s ∈ S},

SP ⊂ S

SA = {s : hs ≥ tR , s ∈ S},

SA ⊂ S

For a given qs , the probability of going from the R-node directly to the P-node, denoted
by P (RP |qs ), is

1 hs < tR
P (RP |qs ) =
0 hs ≥ tR
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and the probability of going from the R-node directly to the A-node, denoted by P (RA|qs ),
is P (RA|qs ) = 1 − P (RP |qs ).
Let α and β be the proportion of containers that go from the R-node to the A-node and
the P-node, respectively. Then

P (RA|qs )P (qs )
α = P (RA) =
s∈S

β = P (RP ) =



P (RP |qs )P (qs )

s∈S

3.2 P-node
The container scenarios in the subset SP , namely qs , s ∈ SP , go through passive radiation
monitoring. A threshold value tP is used to split the container stream to A-node or L-node.
If the gross particle count obtained from the passive detector is greater than tP , the container
is sent to the A-node for active detection. Otherwise, it is sent to the L-node for loading.
Based on the normality assumption made in the previous section, the probability that
scenario qs , s ∈ SP goes to the A-node is:
P (P A|qs ) = P (Ψs > tP ) = 1 − ΦμΨs ,σΨs (tP )

∀s ∈ SP

where Φμ,σ (·) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a normal distribution with
mean μ and standard deviation σ . Thus, the proportion of containers going from the P-node
to the A-node is:

P (P A|qs )P (qs |RP ).
P (P A) =
s∈S

qsHEU

a container scenario qs with the presence of a given quantity of HEU.
Denote by
The probability that a container with HEU is correctly flagged at the P-node (i.e., the probability of going to the A-node) is:
P (P A|qsHEU ) = P (Ωs > tP ) = 1 − ΦμΩs ,σΩs (tP ) ∀s ∈ SP
3.3 A-node
The A-node receives two streams of containers, one directly from the R-node and the other
from the P-node. Denote by P (A|qs ) the probability that a given scenario qs reaches the
A-node, which is computed as:

P (RA|qs )
s ∈ SA
P (A|qs ) =
P (RP |qs ) · P (P A|qs ) s ∈ SP
Using Bayes’ theorem, the conditional probability that a container reaching the A-node is
of scenario qs , is
P (qs |A) =

P (A|qs )P (qs )
P (A|qs )P (qs )
=
P (A)
s∈S P (A|qs )P (qs )

We still assume a normal distribution for the gross particle counts of gamma radiation
to be detected at an active detector as we did for the passive detector. Hence, gross particle
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counts under absence of HEU for scenario qs follow a normal random variable Υs with mean
√
μΥs and standard deviation σΥs = μΥs , while the gamma particle counts under presence
of HEU follow a normal random variable Θs with mean μΘs and standard deviation σΘs =
√
μΘs . These distribution parameters are also obtained using the MCNP code.
Suppose the threshold used at the A-node is tA . The probability for a container scenario
qs to go from the A-node to the M-node is
P (AM|qs ) = P (Υs > tA ) = 1 − ΦμΥs , σΥs (tA )

∀s ∈ S

Thus, the proportion of containers going from the A-node to the M-node is

P (AM) =
P (AM|qs ) · P (qs |A)
s∈S

Further, the probability that a container with HEU is correctly flagged at the A-node (i.e.,
the probability of going to the M-node) is:
P (AM|qsHEU ) = P (Θs > tA ) = 1 − ΦμΘs , σΘs (tA )

∀s ∈ S

3.4 Detection probability
We let dM denote the probability of detecting the presence of HEU during the manual inspection at the M-node when HEU does exist. It is possible that the manual inspection team
does not find the HEU even if that particular container arrives at the M-node. In that case,
dM < 1 describes the residual risk. In the numerical example presented in Sect. 5, we assume
that dM = 1 for the sake of simplification.
The detection probability for any given scenario qs is the product of dM and the probability that container scenario ends up at the M-node. Recall that for any scenario qs , the
container has two possible pathways to travel to the M-node: either R-node → A-node →
M-node, or R-node → P-node → A-node → M-node, and that container scenarios are divided into two streams with SA going to the A-node and SP going to the P-node. Then, the
probability that a container scenario qsHEU arrives at the M-node can be expressed as:

P (AM|qsHEU )
s ∈ SA
HEU
P (M|qs ) =
HEU
HEU
P (P A|qs )P (AM|qs ) s ∈ SP
We define Ps to be the detection probability, conditioned on that qs is given. Then:
Ps = dM · P (M|qsHEU )
When the container scenario is not specified, we can compute the detection probability
of the inspection system averaged over all possible scenarios:

Ps · P (qsHEU )
Poverall =
s∈S

where P (qsHEU ) is the prior probability that a scenario qs contains HEU. This prior probability may come from intelligence information. For the example in Sect. 5, we assume this
prior probability to be uniform, meaning that all scenarios are equally likely to contain HEU.
Incorporating P (qsHEU ) also provides a way to model possible adversary behavior. For example, the adversary may choose to select a “hard” qs (with larger hs value) to transport
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HEU in order to reduce detectable emissions, or to select a low-hardness qs to reduce the
likelihood to be singled out for more stringent interrogation by the radiography node.
We point out that our model not only provides the overall detection probability of the
inspection system, but also the detection probability for each container scenario. To our
knowledge, this is the first available model that allows the decision maker to obtain these
detailed detection probabilities. This detailed information can be used by the decision maker
to identify any weak points of the inspection system, or to manipulate the threshold values
in order to obtain the desired detection probability for a certain container type.

4 Queuing network model
The second performance measure considered in our model is the expected sojourn time of
a container in the system. More aggressive testing strategies result in longer sojourn time,
thus higher delay cost. In order to find the trade-off between the detection probability and
the sojourn time, a queuing network model is developed.
In this section, we explore the queuing results for all the nodes in the network. We assume
that containers arrive at the port according to a Poisson process with rate λ. Since both the
arrival process and the service process of the R-node and the P-node are Markov processes,
the R-node and the P-node are modeled as M/M/C queues, where the first M denotes the
Markov arrival process, the second M denotes the Markov service process, and C denotes
multiple servers. The service rate and arrival rate at the R-node are μR and λR = λ, respectively. We let mR represent the number of servers at the R-node. The service rate at the
P-node is μP , the number of servers at the P-node is mP and the arrival rate at the P-node is
λP = βλ. Thus, general M/M/C queue results (Bolch et al. 2006) can be applied to obtain
the expected waiting time at the R-node and the P-node, denoted by E(WR ) and E(WP ).
Although the arrival stream for the A-node is a Markov process, the service time is assumed to be a general distribution. This same assumption is made in Wein et al. (2006).
Thus, queueing at the A-node is modeled as M/G/C, where G denotes the general distribution. Since the A-node is the only node upstream of the M-node, the arrival process,
determined by the service process at the A-node, is assumed to be a general distribution.
The M-node is modeled as a G/G/C queue.
For the A-node and the M-node, the parametric-decomposition procedure is used to obtain the expected waiting times. In the parametric-decomposition procedure, each queue in
a network is characterized by five parameters: the arrival rate λi , the coefficient of variation
of inter-arrival time cai , the service rate μi for each server, the coefficient of variation of service time csi , and the number of servers mi , where i = {A, M}. Then the expected waiting
time at a generic queue with those five parameters is approximated (Whitt 1983, 1993).
4.1 A-node queuing model (M/G/C)
At the A-node two streams merge, one directly from the R-node and another from the Pnode. Let λA and μA denote the arrival rate and the service rate at the A-node and denote by
mA the number of servers at the A-node. The coefficient of variation of inter-arrival time and
service time at the A-node are caA and csA , respectively. Since the A-node has two incoming
streams, the arrival rate at the A-node is λA = αλ + P (P A) ∗ λP . Since a split or merging
of a Poisson process is also a Poisson process, we assume caA = 1. Also, we assume that the
2
= 0.5, which
active detector service time is an Erlang (order two) random variable with csA
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is the same choice as in Wein et al. (2006). Then the coefficient of departure is obtained
from those five parameters (Whitt 1983):
ρ2
2
2
2
≈ 1 + (1 − ρA2 )(caA
− 1) + √ A (csA
− 1)
cdA
mA
where ρA = mAλAμA .
The expected waiting time is obtained as (Whitt 1983):
E(WA ) ≈

2
2
caA
+ cdA
√
2
2mA μA (1 − ρA )(1 + 2πνA Φ(νA )eνA /2 )

where Φ(·) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution, and νA =

√

mA (1 − ρA ).

4.2 M-node queuing model (G/G/C)
The manual inspection station is downstream only from the active detection station. Therefore, the coefficient of variation of inter-arrival times is related to the proportion of containers that fail active interrogation, which is denoted by P (AM). We can then find
λM = P (AM) · λA . Therefore the coefficient of variation of inter-arrival times is obtained as
(Whitt 1983):
2
=
caM

λM 2
λM
c +1−
λA dA
λA

The coefficient of variation of inter-departure times is obtained as (Whitt 1983):
ρ2
2
2
2
2
≈ 1 + (1 − ρM
)(caM
− 1) + √ M (csM
− 1)
cdM
mM
where mM is the number of servers at the M-node, and ρM = mMλMμM , μM denote the service
rate and arrival rate at M-node. The service time at the M-node is assumed to be general
distribution. In the numerical example, it is assumed to be exponential, and therefore the
2
= 1. Thus, the expected waiting
coefficient of variation of service time at the M-node csM
time at the M-node is derived:
E(WM ) ≈

2
2
caM
+ cdM
√
2
2mM μM (1 − ρM )(1 + 2πνM Φ(νM )eνM /2 )

√
where νM = mM (1 − ρM ), and it is necessary that ρM < 1 in order to make the queueing
system stable.
4.3 Expected sojourn time
Let the expected time spent at node i be Ti , i ∈ {R, P , A, M}. The quantity Ti is the summation of the expected service time 1/μi and the expected waiting time E(Wi ). For the
proposed queuing network, there are five pathways that a container can take through the
system: R → P → L, R → P → A → L, R → P → A → M → L, R → A → L, and
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R → A → M → L. After calculating the probability that a given container scenario qs
takes each individual path, the expected sojourn time for scenario qs is as follows:
⎧
⎪
with prob. P (RP |qs )(1 − P (P A|qs ))
TR + T P
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
T
+
T
+
T
with prob. P (RP |qs )P (P A|qs )(1 − P (AM|qs ))
R
P
A
⎨
Ts = TR + TP + TA + TM with prob. P (RP |qs )P (P A|qs )P (AM|qs )
⎪
⎪
⎪
with prob. P (RA|qs )(1 − P (AM|qs ))
T R + TA
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩T + T + T
with prob. P (RA|qs )P (AM|qs )
R
A
M
The expected sojourn time unconditional of the scenario is then obtained by averaging
over all container scenarios:

Ts · P (qs )
Toverall =
s∈S

Similar to the detection probability in Sect. 3, both the overall expected sojourn time and
the expected sojourn time for each container type are calculated in this model. The expected
sojourn time for each container type is useful information for the shipper. This information
may, for example, help in determining more accurate and granular predictions of shipping
delays based on the type of container that is being shipped.

5 Numerical example
In this section, we present a numerical example. We compare the proposed hardness-based
inspection system with the current ATS-based inspection system and investigate the tradeoff between the detection probability and the expected sojourn time.
5.1 Description of container scenarios
Container capacity is often expressed in terms of twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs).
A TEU is a measure of containerized cargo capacity equal to one standard 20 foot
(length) × 8 foot (width) × 8 foot (height) container. Commonly used cargo containers are
20-foot containers (one TEU) and 40-foot containers (two TEUs).
For our numerical example, we define four container scenarios, each one corresponding to a 20-foot container. The first container scenario consists of only low z-value materials, whose z-value is less than 10 (e.g., textiles, plastic, wood). The contents of the
second container scenario is a mixture of medium z-value materials, whose z-value is between 10 to 20 (e.g., concrete), and low z-value materials. The third container scenario
has high z-value materials, whose z-value is greater than 20 (e.g., iron), mixed with other
medium and low z-value materials. It is assumed that the detector is well shielded from
below to suppress the natural background gamma radiation coming from the ground. The
average natural background photon flux rate for the first three scenarios is assumed to be
bs = 5 × 10−5 gamma rays per cm2 per second. This reflects the background level when the
ground radiation is shielded. The fourth and last scenario considers the case where other particle emissions (from NORM) exist. To account for this, we double the natural background
emission level for the fourth scenario.
For the container scenarios where HEU is present (i.e., qsHEU ), a one kg HEU sphere
(30% of U-238, and 70% of U-235) with one cm lead shielding is placed in the center of
the container. In each scenario, the HEU is placed such that the highest z-value materials are
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Fig. 6 3-D image of container
model in MCNP

Table 1 Distribution parameters of gross counts of passive and active detection
P (qs )

Passive

Active

μΨs

σΨs

μΩs

σΩs

hs

μΥs

σΥs

μΘ s

σΘs

q1

0.40

3.72

1.93

24.68

4.97

0.002

1.24

1.11

19.75

4.44

q2

0.35

3.72

1.93

15.58

3.95

0.040

1.24

1.11

12.43

3.53

q3

0.15

3.72

1.93

11.84

3.44

0.123

1.24

1.11

9.60

3.10

q4

0.10

7.43

2.73

15.55

3.94

0.218

2.48

1.57

11.10

3.33

adjacent to it, thus modeling the adversary’s attempt to take advantage of the innate shielding
power provided by the container contents. Each container scenario is modeled in the MCNP
code by using a z-value matrix (please recall the description in Sect. 3.1). Figure 6 is a 3-D
picture illustrating a container scenario model used in the MCNP code. The large boxes that
make up the container are the areas of the different z-value materials inside the container.
The small boxes, along the outside of the container, represent the volumes in which the
radiation flux is captured in MCNP.
We model the radiation detectors as follows. Detectors are placed on both sides of the
container, with 1 foot distance from the wall of the container. The portal radiation monitor
we use here has a height of 8 feet and width of 1 foot. Thus, the detector area is A = 16 ft2 .
The efficiency of the detector is set at  = 0.2 (Glaser 2007), and the passive detection
exposure time is assumed to be τP = μ1P = 25 seconds.
Based on the radiation model in Sect. 3.1, the distribution of gross counts at the passive
detector and the associated hardness can be calculated for each scenario. The results are
summarized in Table 1, where the distributions are parameterized by their means and standard deviations. Both the cases with and without the presence of HEU are computed. Also
shown in Table 1 is the prior distribution of the container scenarios (P (qs )).
Table 1 also includes the distribution parameters for the radiation attained by the active detector. Ideally, this information would be obtained from MCNP code. Since an active
detector model in MCNP was not available to us, the active detector parameters for our
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Table 2 Values for the model parameters
Parameter

Description

Value

A

Area of passive radiation detector

16 ft2



Efficiency of passive detector

0.2

bs

Natural background radiation

5 × 10−5 gamma rays/cm2 sec

λ

Arrival rate of container

90/hour

μR

Service rate at R-node

80/hour

mR

Number of servers at R-node

2

μP

Service rate at P-node

144/hour

mP

Number of servers at P-node

1

μA

Service rate at A-node

20/hour

mA

Number of servers at A-node

2

μM

Service rate at M-node

1/hour

mM

Number of servers at M-node

8

numerical example are assigned based on educated assumptions. We assume that the background level of an active detector is 1/3 of that at the passive detector, and the hardness for
detecting the presence of HEU at an active detector is 1/3 of that of the passive detector.
In this study, we use four different container scenarios for the purpose of testing the
concept. At any actual port, the number of scenarios is clearly going to be much higher.
Nevertheless, the procedure of using that type of information and the analysis leading to the
final decision should be the same as we present.
5.2 Choice of model parameters
In our example, we assume that the arrival rate of containers at the port is 90/hour, the same
arrival value as used in Wein et al. (2006). The service time for the radiography machine is
exponentially distributed with a mean of 45 seconds. We also assume that two radiography
machines are available. For the passive detection, the service time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean of 25 seconds; the number of passive detectors is assumed
to be one. The service time for active detection is assumed to follow an Erlang distribution of order 2 with a mean time of 3 minutes, the same assumption as made in Wein et al.
(2006). The service time at the manual detection stage is an exponential distribution with
a mean time of one hour. Further, there are 2 active detectors and 8 manual service teams.
These server numbers at the A-node and M-node are chosen to be the smallest possible
numbers that make the queuing system stable. The values of the model parameters used in
this numerical example are summarized in Table 2.
5.3 Performance measures and generation of efficient frontier
Recall that we have chosen two measures, the detection probability and the expected container sojourn time, to characterize the performance of an inspection system. In this paper,
we choose to present the efficient frontier rather than provide a set of optimized decision
variables. The reason is that we feel that using an efficient frontier illustrates better the
trade-off between the two conflicting performance measures. We here mean to provide an
operations research tool that enables the final decision maker to make an informed decision
based on a complete description of the trade-off involved.
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The efficient frontier is generated by solving a sequence of the following optimization
problems for discrete choices of sojourn time limit t :
max Detection probability

tR ,tP ,tA

s.t. Expected sojourn time ≤ t
One can also add other constraints to the above optimization problem in order to confine
the length of queueing at each node if the waiting space is limited. In our example, the
waiting area is assumed to be unconstrained. Execution times are rapid and not a limiting
factor.
5.4 System comparison and discussion
In this section, we refer to our proposed system as the hardness computation system (HCS).
We compare the proposed HCS with the current ATS-based system to obtain information on
the potential merit of using the radiography information and hardness criterion.
Before proceeding with the comparison, we need to assign a measure of “trust” to the
ATS scores. As we argued before, if the ATS is perfectly accurate, then it is (from a detection
probability standpoint) the optimal system, since it will always assign any container with
HEU to the set of high-risk containers. In reality, the intelligence used in the ATS is likely
less ideal. To make a fair comparison, we need to assess and decide how reliable the ATS
classification can be.
We first introduce the following notation:
– P (HR) is the probability that a container is classified as “high-risk”,
– P (LR) is the probability that a container is classified as “low-risk”,
– P (HEU) is the probability that a container contains HEU.
To quantify the reliability of the ATS system, we adopt the “trust” measure δATS introduced in McLay et al. (2008), namely,
δATS =

P (HEU|HR)
.
P (HEU|LR)

Simply put, this trust measure is the ratio of how likely a high-risk container indeed
contains HEU versus that a low-risk container contains HEU. If this ratio is one, meaning
that high-risk containers and low-risk containers have the same likelihood to contain HEU,
this indicates that the intelligence is no better than random sampling. On the other hand, if
δATS is large, it means that the high-risk containers are significantly more likely to contain
HEU than the low-risk containers. In this circumstance, the value of intelligence is great. In
our comparison, we consider three δATS values: 1, 10, and 50.
Given the definition of the trust measure δATS and P (HR|HEU)+P (LR|HEU) = 1, using
Bayes’ theorem, we obtain:
P (HR|HEU) =
=

P (HEU|HR)P (HR)
P (HEU|LR)P (LR) + P (HEU|HR)P (HR)
δATS P (HR)
(1 − P (HR)) + δATS P (HR)
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Fig. 7 Comparison of overall
efficient frontier of HCS and ATS

Therefore, the detection probability of the current ATS-based system, denoted by PsATS ,
is:
PsATS = P (HR|HEU) · dM + P (LR|HEU) · P (PA|qsHEU ) · P (AM|qsHEU ) · dM
In our numerical example, we assume that the proportion of containers that are classified
as “high-risk” is P (HR) = 0.05. The same value is used in McLay et al. (2008). In addition,
we assume that the ATS classification is independent of the container content.
We present the system comparison in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the efficient frontiers of both systems by aggregating over the four scenarios, and Fig. 8 presents four plots,
corresponding to the four individual scenarios.
Figure 7 shows four curves. There is only one efficient frontier for the HCS system,
because the performance of HCS does not depend on the choices of δATS . The other three
curves are the efficient frontiers of the ATS system under δATS = 1, 10, and 50, respectively.
The efficient frontiers of ATS have different length from that of the HCS because we choose
the same spans of the threshold values tR , tP , and tA for the HCS and ATS, leading to the
different ranges of detection probability and expected sojourn time for the two systems.
From Fig. 7, we observe that for the mix of container scenarios in our numerical example,
HCS outperforms ATS under almost all the circumstances because the efficient frontier of
HCS dominates almost entirely the efficient frontier of ATS. One exception is for the case
of δATS = 50: in the upper part of the efficient frontier, the detection probability of ATS
is higher than that of HCS. Note that δATS = 50 represents a very high degree of trust in
the ATS. Nevertheless, even under δATS = 50, the advantage of HCS in terms of having a
short expected sojourn time is still obvious at the lower part of the curve. This is a pleasant
surprise because decision makers tend to be reluctant to add any new detection node out of
the worry that it may slow down the inspection process. What we show here is that if we add
the right node and do it intelligently, it can help reduce inspection time, improve throughput,
and maintain or even increase detection probability.
Figure 8 shows the four efficient frontiers corresponding to the four container scenarios
under δATS = 10. We choose δATS = 10 because we believe δATS = 10 reflects more realistically the current quality of intelligence used in ATS. This same argument and choice of
parameter value is also made by McLay et al. (2008).
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Fig. 8 Efficient frontier for different scenarios with δATS = 10

Scenario 1 (top-left figure) represents a container full of textiles, plastic and wood, and
thus hs = 0.002 (refer to Table 1). In this case, it is very easy to detect the presence of HEU,
even for a passive detector. The efficient frontier is a short line spanning a very narrow range
of detection probabilities close to 1. Presumably, this is a type of container scenario that a
sophisticated adversary would never select to hide HEU inside. The containers of scenario
1 without HEU most likely will take the path from R → P → L. Since there are only very
slight changes in the detection probability and expected sojourn time, the efficient frontier
degenerates to a short line on the top-left figure. The expected sojourn time of the HCS
model is shorter than for the ATS model.
Scenario 2, with mixed contents of medium and low z-value materials, has hs = 0.04,
also an easy scenario.The efficient frontier is a smooth curve. In the lower part of the curve,
for the same detection probability, the expected sojourn time of the HCS model is shorter
than the expected sojourn time of the ATS model. Furthermore, in the upper part of the curve,
the HCS model is superior to the ATS model because of its higher detection probability.
Scenario 3 contains some high z-value contents (like iron), which makes it hard for passive detectors to detect the presence of HEU. The lower part of the HCS curve represents
the situation where the containers are entirely sent to the P-node, which results in smaller
sojourn time and lower detection probability, and the upper part of the curve represents the
situation where the containers are sent directly to the A-node, elevating the already saturated
efficient frontier from the lower part to a higher level. Under this scenario, the HCS model
significantly outperforms the ATS model.
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Scenario 4 is the most difficult case with the highest hs among the four scenarios. The
container holds an amount of NORM (such as fertilizer) that emits radiation, which increases
the level of the natural background radiation. This makes it more difficult for the passive
detector to decide whether HEU is present. For scenario 4, the HCS model outperforms the
ATS model with a shorter sojourn time in the lower part and higher detection probability in
the upper part.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose, model, and analyze a container inspection policy for detecting
nuclear materials smuggling. This new inspection system adds a radiography node before
conducting any other radiation detection. The addition of this radiography node is to address
the inherent inability of passive radiation detectors to detect shielded HEU in containers with
a large quantity of high z-value materials and/or NORM. Based on the radiography information obtained, a “hardness” measure is computed. Containers with natural or artificial
shielding materials (usually high z-value materials) are deemed “hard” containers and have
a higher probability of being sent through more stringent inspection steps (such as through
active detectors).
Through numerical examples and comparisons, we demonstrate that the proposed system
can perform significantly more effectively than the ATS-based system. More surprisingly,
adding the radiography node does not slow down the inspection process; in many circumstances, it actually improves the system throughput.
Despite the superior performance demonstrated by the proposed inspection system in the
four chosen container scenarios, we are not advocating to completely replace the current
ATS-based system. Field intelligence is valuable, and containers deemed to be “suspicious”
deserve extra attention. However, decision makers ought to be aware that a pure ATS-based
system has significant vulnerabilities that a sophisticated adversary can, and likely will, exploit. In our opinion, a useful step towards improving the nation’s safety from nuclear terrorism would be to use a hybrid system that continues to use the ATS, but complements it with
intelligent use of radiography information in a similar manner as presented here. A possible
hybrid system approach could be the following: continue to use the ATS to categorize containers prior to departure and during the voyage. Then, at the domestic port, route high-risk
containers directly to manual inspection, and route low-risk containers to the radiography
node of the HCS system. It is easy to see that with this particular hybrid system structure,
the detection probability is higher than either under ATS or HCS alone; however, this higher
detection probability may come at the price of longer expected sojourn times than under the
pure HCS system.
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